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Text by Adrian Wood; illustrated by Giuseppe Rava
Now here’s a rare Osprey! I paid the full price of £9.99 for it; incidentally, the cover-marked
US price is $17.95, which seems a little expensive. I do have a few quibbles about the new
(Spring 2013) title though; topographical photographs, of which there are seven in the
booklet, are of little value in a publication which cries out “The Sea! The Sea!”
Wood begins with a chronology, useful in any attempt to cover 2,500 years of war at sea, not
quite reaching Salamis (480 BC), and it is a vast period indeed. I should like to have seen the
material, which in this instance is divided into five sections, made into three different Osprey
titles. Osprey’s sections are Egypt, Minoan Crete, Bronze Age Syria, Phoenicia and Early
Greece; the last of the sections is, to utilise the ridiculous film term, a “prequel” to the
excellent New Vanguard 132, “Ancient Greek Warship 500-322 BC” and to Campaign 222,
“Salamis 480BC.” It’s linked to these two that the text from page 30 on -- a good third of it
and much of the illustrative material -- should belong. A similar “independent” point could
probably be made for the opening section on Egypt and Ramses II’s splendid fleets.
However, despite the slightly “cramped” feel of the volume overall, two of the “select
secondary sources”(!?) quoted -- Torr writing “Ancient Ships” as long ago as 1895, and
Wallinga in a hefty Brill edition “Ships & Sea Power before the Great Persian War” -- are
more thorough and can and should be used alongside the Osprey for deeper insight and
clarity, which is sometimes a problem. Still, Wood’s text reads well enough for the wargamer
and modeller, and the colour plates, 12 of them in all, beautifully presented by Giuseppe
Rava, do tend to whet the appetite and set one looking at the ancients and classical lists of
model manufacturers. If you need inspiration, look at the Minoan galley, the lower
illustration on Plate C page 19 -- absolutely delightful! No manufacturer I know of makes one
(if anyone reading this knows of a model, please share it!) and as I write I have a small
selection of 1/600th Triton, 1/2400 th “Tumbling Dice” and a couple of old Falcon Miniatures
and Knight Designs 1/1200th and 1/2000th models sitting here, while I seek the inspiration for
a conversion technique!
All of the coloured plates inspire. The black and red pentakonter and triakonter of the Greeks
cry out to be placed chasing across the table top, the “Tumbling Dice” models are excellent
incidentally, and what a vessel the Samaina of Polycrates looks. It really needs to be
discovered by a manufacturer and produced in 1/300th, or 1/600th. In my own set-up, the
Phoenician bireme shown at Plate D is the “chosen” one, but I prefer coloured shields to the
burnished ones shown in the plate. The Triton bireme only needs a 1/1200th square sail from
the Skytrex Napoleonic ships boat set to be centred on the upper deck and the Bireme can
row for glory. This is a delightful model and has a “transport” as a consort, but the pack price
charged by the company these days is astronomical for such a simple model.
I recommend this book for the wrong reasons. Not for its in-depth analysis of the strangely
beautiful and murderously elegant warships of that chunk of Mediterranean history, but
because it can and does provide exactly what it says on the cover -- an attractive booklet on
six or seven warships which are readily available in model form and easily wargamable, and
another four or five that should be! Buy it! Fight it!
--Rob Morgan

